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This is the beginning of your direct message history with @Blink.

[2:27 PM] NiceIceDice: howdy

[2:27 PM] Blink: wow u really wanna continue this conversation

[2:27 PM] Blink: but why

[2:27 PM] NiceIceDice: to get across that I wasnt trying to spark a fire

[2:29 PM] Blink: breh, you didn't apologize, and you've been tryna frame this like I'm blowing

shit out of proportion

[2:29 PM] Blink: you made all kinds of excuses and said "oh they were just trying to say hi" or

"it wasn't a big deal"

[2:29 PM] Blink: and even after I explained to you why I don't wanna hear about rage, you

totally overlooked it

[2:30 PM] Blink: when I said not to talk about rage, you acted like I was making it "the new n

word"

[2:30 PM] Blink: and basically you've been trying in every possible way to avoid just saying "I'm

sorry, I didn't realize, I won't do it again"

[2:30 PM] Blink: maybe that shit just ain't your style

[2:30 PM] NiceIceDice: I thought I did apologize tho

[2:31 PM] Blink: well, try apologizing now

[2:31 PM] Blink: I'm curious what you think an apology even is

[2:33 PM] Blink: "so uh how about that minecraft whitelist" are you just looking for ways to

make yourself seem victimized?

[2:34 PM] Blink: or are you honestly curious why people aren't comfortable around you

[2:35 PM] NiceIceDice: Dearest Blink, I'm would like to inform you with my sincerest apologies

on behalf of what has been said. I would wish for this whole feud to be seen as a joke in the

future as well as water under the bridge, perhaps. Though you find offense in what I said and I

haven't, this does not mean I lack empathy, we're just different, I believe. In conclusion, I still

believe this was blown out of proportions but it's not me saying that your viewpoint is invalid, as

I believe that most peoples viewpoints have at least some ounce of validity. Sincerely,

Tacoburger213

[2:35 PM] Blink: s i g h

[2:35 PM] Blink: maybe you're just too immature not to turn everything into a joke, huh?

[2:36 PM] NiceIceDice: thats an apology



[2:36 PM] Blink: you're a dumbass

[2:36 PM] Blink: lol

[2:36 PM] NiceIceDice: also I think you look into what I say too much because me saying the

minecraft thing is just asking to be whitelisted

[2:36 PM] Blink: is there something fun about pretending to be stupid?

[2:36 PM] Blink: maybe I'm missing out

[2:38 PM] NiceIceDice: I made an apology

[2:38 PM] Blink: the sad part is I can't tell whether you actually are stupid or if you're pretending

to be stupid

[2:39 PM] Blink: your emotional intelligence has gotta be like two standard deviations below the

norm

[2:39 PM] Blink: so far you don't know why bringing up rage upsets me, and you don't know

what a real apology is

[2:39 PM] NiceIceDice: Well could you please explain to me how I've been acting stupid

[2:39 PM] NiceIceDice: or am pretending to be stupid

[2:39 PM] Blink: okay, you see that apology you just made?

[2:39 PM] Blink: how serious does that look to you

[2:39 PM] NiceIceDice: Thats an apology in the form of a short letter

[2:40 PM] NiceIceDice: A formal apology

[2:40 PM] Blink: okay, is this an apology?

[2:40 PM] NiceIceDice: yeah

[2:40 PM] Blink: Dearest Cheetx, I'm sorry you're so dumb. It must be really hard for you.

Sincerely, Blink

[2:40 PM] NiceIceDice: see now thats not an apology what the heck

[2:40 PM] Blink: what? I said I'm sorry

[2:40 PM] Blink: also, it's in the form of a small formal letter

[2:40 PM] NiceIceDice: not very formal either

[2:40 PM] Blink: AND I called you "Dearest Cheetx"

[2:41 PM] Blink: and for the record, I AM genuinely sorry that you're so dumb

[2:41 PM] Blink: it's making my life hard as well



[2:41 PM] NiceIceDice: try like, my condolences on your lack of brain capacity that was left. I

presume there is a grand struggle attempting to live.

[2:41 PM] NiceIceDice: ya know

[2:41 PM] Blink: yeah I don't see why I should mimic your writing style

[2:41 PM] NiceIceDice: gotta use them big words

[2:42 PM] Blink: what does "your lack of brain capacity that was left" even mean

[2:42 PM] NiceIceDice: aka dumb

[2:42 PM] Blink: it's written like you're having a stroke

[2:42 PM] Blink: I assume that's intentional

[2:42 PM] Blink: honestly if it turned out you're just having constant mini strokes, that would

explain a lot

[2:42 PM] NiceIceDice: no if it was written as if I was having a stroke it would be unintelligible

[2:43 PM] Blink: maybe I'll just assume that people who act like you are having constant mini

strokes

[2:43 PM] NiceIceDice: thats pretty funny not gonna lie

[2:43 PM] Blink: that at least makes you more endearing than straight-up stupidity

[2:43 PM] Blink: I mean, if someone's having strokes all the time I can at least feel bad for them

[2:43 PM] Blink: if they're just dumb it's like...

[2:43 PM] Blink: boring, I guess

[2:44 PM] NiceIceDice: btw I know what they said

[2:44 PM] NiceIceDice: on gucci's and the forums

[2:44 PM] NiceIceDice: that doesnt make me dumb for ignoring it

[2:45 PM] Blink: no, but you're sure af dumb for bringing it up to me

[2:45 PM] Blink: aren't you

[2:45 PM] NiceIceDice: no I wouldn't say im dumb af for mentioning two names have said hi to

you

[2:45 PM] NiceIceDice: maybe if I knew it'd be a death sentence

[2:45 PM] Blink: you really don't get the connection, huh?

[2:46 PM] Blink: rage hurt me --&gt; you bring up rage --&gt; I get upset

[2:46 PM] Blink: you're not able to follow that logic, are you



[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: y tho

[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: the upset part

[2:46 PM] Blink: because I don't like remembering what happened

[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: no hold on

[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: you defend gucci

[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: they talk shit

[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: yada yada

[2:46 PM] NiceIceDice: right

[2:46 PM] Blink: well, it's more like

[2:47 PM] Blink: I considered rage to be a friend

[2:47 PM] Blink: and I don't befriend people all that easily

[2:48 PM] Blink: and even if he wasn't the one directly saying rude shit to me, it was his friends

and he was encouraging it

[2:48 PM] Blink: it was part of a game where everyone said rude, ridiculous shit, and it didn't

matter if it was hurting me

[2:48 PM] Blink: is it weird to you that I find that unpleasant?

[2:48 PM] NiceIceDice: I dunno

[2:48 PM] Blink: you still don't get it huh

[2:48 PM] Blink: :v

[2:49 PM] NiceIceDice: you ever wonder what would have happened if you didnt defend gucci

[2:49 PM] Blink: y'know, dark told me to consider the possibility that you just have zero

awareness of how you affect people

[2:49 PM] Blink: but I didn't think you were literally an idiot

[2:49 PM] Blink: no, I don't

[2:49 PM] Blink: defending gucci was the right thing to do

[2:49 PM] Blink: and on their part, not attacking me OR gucci would've been the right thing to

do

[2:50 PM] NiceIceDice: They were joking, even if it seems like an attack

[2:50 PM] NiceIceDice: and you saying whats right or wrong, everybody has their opinion



[2:50 PM] Blink: Also Gucci doesn't care, he knows we're fucking with him, you people are the

only ones that are getting offended holy shit. And that fucking hypocrisy, You're Gucci's friends?

Fucking don't feed me that moral high ground bullshit. I have witness both of you talking shit

about Gucci and his ex-girl friend. Fuck off honestly, you think we're actually affecting this

man's life? You're getting offended for this nigga when he didn't ask you too. Maybe if your

parents hit you guys a little bit more when you were kids you wouldn't be such little bitches. Like

holy shit thank God Donald Trump is president, maybe this fucking crybaby bullshit will end.

Also what the fuck do you mean, doing something for the betterment of my fellow man? Is that

what you're doing Dark? Acting like you give a shit about Gucci? Or are you doing that by

running your little safe space cry baby faggot server? We knew Gucci before you fuckers even

got on Joseph's. So don't give me this "Muh Community" shit. You are the people that made

Joseph's server go to shit. Honestly fuck all of you. The N Word. Ron Paul 2012. You guys are

cucks.

[2:50 PM] NiceIceDice: but I suppose that when you chimed in more often they deemed you a

threat

[2:50 PM] Blink: yup

[2:50 PM] Blink: jokes

[2:51 PM] NiceIceDice: see I was talking about on guccis profile not the forum

[2:51 PM] Blink: Is that what you're doing Dark? Acting like you give a shit about Gucci? Or are

you doing that by running your little safe space cry baby faggot server?

[2:51 PM] Blink: Is that what you're doing Dark? Acting like you give a shit about Gucci? Or are

you doing that by running your little safe space cry baby faggot server?

[2:51 PM] Blink: Is that what you're doing Dark? Acting like you give a shit about Gucci? Or are

you doing that by running your little safe space cry baby faggot server?

[2:51 PM] Blink: Is that what you're doing Dark? Acting like you give a shit about Gucci? Or are

you doing that by running your little safe space cry baby faggot server?

[2:52 PM] Blink: j o k e s

[2:52 PM] NiceIceDice: F O R U M

[2:52 PM] NiceIceDice: NOT GUCCIS

[2:52 PM] Blink: what difference does THAT make?

[2:52 PM] Blink: rage said that shit to dark, about the server

[2:52 PM] Blink: now you think you can say "Rage says hi!" and it'll be fine because all that shit

in the past was just jokes?

[2:52 PM] NiceIceDice: I had no idea they did any of that shit until after the thread was locked



[2:52 PM] Blink: then you knew when you said "Rage says hi" the other day.

[2:53 PM] NiceIceDice: also rage was serious about the forums

[2:53 PM] NiceIceDice: so you got me there

[2:53 PM] NiceIceDice: I can see why you wouldn't want his greetings now

[2:53 PM] NiceIceDice: lol

[2:53 PM] Blink: &gt;:v

[2:54 PM] Blink: I shouldn't have to explain it to you like that though ugghhh

[2:54 PM] Blink: you said everyone has their own idea of right and wrong so you should know

[2:54 PM] Blink: that when someone else feels that something is "wrong"

[2:54 PM] Blink: you can't just go "no it's fine, it's actually like this!"

[2:54 PM] NiceIceDice: see the thing is that forum post of him straight up being a savage wasnt

present in my mind

[2:54 PM] Blink: when someone says "I got hurt by their insults" you don't just say "no it was

just jokes so it doesn't matter"

[2:54 PM] Blink: even if you don't understand it

[2:55 PM] Blink: just fuckin' apologize and stop hurting the person

[2:55 PM] Blink: why is that so hard?

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: Because Im not obligated to apologize if someones offended by my joke

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: like take this for example

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: Knock knock

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: whos there

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: boo

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: boo who?

[2:55 PM] NiceIceDice: dont cry, its just a joke

[2:56 PM] Blink: by the same logic, I'm not obligated to stop calling you an idiot because of your

"joke"

[2:56 PM] NiceIceDice: I suppose you're right

[2:56 PM] Blink: you can tell a joke. doesn't mean I have to laugh. and if you want to phrase it

like "I don't have to apologize," then guess what, I don't have to stop being pissed at you either



[2:56 PM] NiceIceDice: however sticks and stones may break my bones but words will never

hurt me.

[2:56 PM] Blink: that's great for you

[2:56 PM] Blink: but if you keep intentionally harassing me

[2:57 PM] Blink: you'll have to worry about more than words

[2:57 PM] NiceIceDice: again that wasnt inentional to start shint

[2:57 PM] NiceIceDice: intentional

[2:57 PM] Blink: but you apparently don't care if you DO start shit, huh?

[2:57 PM] Blink: since you aren't obligated to apologize

[2:57 PM] NiceIceDice: what I do care about is how much of a big deal this became

[2:57 PM] Blink: it's just words, stupid

[2:58 PM] Blink: idk why you're calling it a big deal when literally all we're doing is talking

[2:58 PM] NiceIceDice: yeah, Im sorry that the r-word is off limits and is offensive but we could

have easily started this private convo earlier

[2:58 PM] NiceIceDice: and Im saying big deal because it just feels like it became a bigger issue

than what it was

[2:59 PM] Blink: me not saying retard is less about how I'm viewed about more about my own

personal convictions

[3:00 PM] Blink: not to mention that people who throw around "retard" and "autist" and shit like

that tend to be low class pieces of shit so

[3:00 PM] Blink: excuse me for not wanting to be grouped with 12 year olds

[3:00 PM] NiceIceDice: no the r-word is rage

[3:00 PM] Blink: ha

[3:01 PM] Blink: ya know what

[3:01 PM] NiceIceDice: but yeah what we're talking about just reminds me of democrats vs

republicans

[3:01 PM] Blink: I'm actually kinda cheered up now

[3:01 PM] Blink: I just realized your crippling inability to communicate effectively pretty much

guarantees that you'll never have a close and meaningful relationship with anyone

[3:02 PM] Blink: man that almost makes up for how painful it is to try to communicate with you

[3:02 PM] NiceIceDice: Um actually no ur wrong



[3:02 PM] NiceIceDice: I can most certainly communicate effectively

[3:03 PM] Blink: trust me

[3:03 PM] Blink: you're fucked

[3:03 PM] NiceIceDice: you calling me an autistic person or someone with aspergers without

outright saying it is pretty rude

[3:03 PM] NiceIceDice: No, I literally am not I guarantee you

[3:03 PM] Blink: autistics don't die alone the way you're going to

[3:04 PM] Blink: I'm definitely not saying you're autistic

[3:04 PM] Blink: but you've got some crippling inability to accept responsibility for things

[3:04 PM] NiceIceDice: Im worse huh

[3:04 PM] Blink: and that's gonna fuck you over when it comes to close relationships

[3:04 PM] Blink: you're gonna drive people you love crazy without even meaning to

[3:04 PM] NiceIceDice: Alright see

[3:04 PM] NiceIceDice: the thing is this is the internet

[3:04 PM] NiceIceDice: I know you as Blink

[3:04 PM] Blink: until they end up trying to figure out how they can possibly get away from you

[3:04 PM] NiceIceDice: I dont know your face nor your name

[3:04 PM] Blink: I'm just saying 'cause my dad has the exaaact same problem

[3:05 PM] Blink: legit like the whole family wants him out of the house 'cause he's just a pain

[3:05 PM] Blink: he puts blame on everyone but himself

[3:05 PM] Blink: and now it's at the point where his wife wants to kick him out

[3:05 PM] Blink: and you're the same way

[3:05 PM] Blink: so I think you'll have the same problems

[3:05 PM] Blink: it's petty, but that cheers me up

[3:05 PM] NiceIceDice: You do not know how I act in real life nor do you know me in real life

so judging people based on how they act online isnt a very good thing to go off of

[3:06 PM] NiceIceDice: also

[3:06 PM] NiceIceDice: if what you said is true

[3:06 PM] NiceIceDice: that means im gonna get myself a wife hell yea



[3:06 PM] NiceIceDice: THATS A JOKE BTW

[3:06 PM] Blink: yeah man cherish the upsides

[3:06 PM] NiceIceDice: IM APOLOGIZING IN ADVANCE

[3:06 PM] Blink: and I don't get your logic

[3:06 PM] Blink: the internet is where people act without inhibition

[3:06 PM] Blink: if anything I'm getting a better look at you than I'd get if you were trying to be,

y'know

[3:06 PM] Blink: socially accepted

[3:07 PM] NiceIceDice: do you honestly think they're complete dipshits in real life too? no

[3:07 PM] Blink: no, because they know how to cover up how ugly they really are

[3:07 PM] Blink: and then they act like dipshits online

[3:07 PM] NiceIceDice: no you're not getting a better look at me in my opinion

[3:07 PM] Blink: but when it comes to close relationships

[3:07 PM] Blink: that ugliness that they cover up

[3:07 PM] Blink: is gonna be exposed

[3:07 PM] Blink: one way or another

[3:07 PM] NiceIceDice: because you calling me dumb and basically autistic doesnt reflect me in

real life

[3:08 PM] Blink: that's just what happens when you're very close to someone

[3:08 PM] Blink: you're the one choosing to make this about autism, by the way

[3:08 PM] Blink: at least an autistic can see when they've hurt someone and feel bad about it

[3:08 PM] Blink: they might not be good at expressing it, but they feel it(edited)

[3:08 PM] NiceIceDice: I mean you said I was autistic by defining it

[3:08 PM] Blink: you, on the other hand

[3:08 PM] Blink: you can't even see when you've hurt someone, huh?

[3:08 PM] NiceIceDice: and you gotta understand

[3:08 PM] NiceIceDice: the way they talk to people online

[3:08 PM] NiceIceDice: is not how they talk to people in real life

[3:09 PM] NiceIceDice: cause that'd be retarded
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